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VIEWER BENEFIT: 
WHAT WILL THE 

AUDIENCE LEARN?



- Improves Life – How will this improve something in your viewer’s 
life? 

- Takes Action – Encourages the viewer to take things one step 
further
- Invite your audience to witness the next meeting to “see for 
themselves”
- Direct the viewer to click on your website
- Check out an article with fun facts. 

- Improves Core Motive - Helps us live, grow and develop:
Scouting…

- Improves health
- Learn Lifelong Skills
- Leadership Opportunities
- Offers ways to help and improve our community  





WATER COOLER
INTERESTING 
INFO/FACTS



- Create Intrigue: 
- (show a picture of a knot) and ask “Do you know what this 

is used for?”

- Sell Scouting:
- Our scouts learned to tie a bowline knot during tonight’s 

meeting. This knot is used in sailing and to sometimes rescue 
people. 

- Share interesting facts: 
- Did you know this knot is easy to tie AND untie? It’s also 

known as the King of Knots because of it’s importance!

- “Sell” Scouting:
- Our Scouts are learning important knot tying skills now. 

Contact us to check out our next meeting!





MEMORABLE MOMENTS
PEOPLE – EMOTIONAL 

PICS/WORDS



This is all about Scouts & it’s benefits! Sell families on Scouting using pure emotion 
and the human connection. 

- Share pictures, articles, fun facts
- Famous Eagle Scouts
- During Election – Presidents with Scout experiences 
- How Scouters celebrate holidays

- Share experience
- A moving moment during camp
- A Scout saving someone’s life
- Scout’s good turn 
- A Leader/Volunteer experience 

- Use video & Scouts testimonials 
- Interview a Scouting family – how scouts changed their life
- Interview Scouts – create a “top ten” reasons to join scouting 
- Scout stories about a “a-ha” moment during a meeting or camp
- How Scouting helped them in school, life, make friends, etc. 



Pack 138 Fall Campout Skit

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/bradford.sawler/videos/305891171049831/


CORE MOTIVE:
HOW SCOUTS 
IMPROVE LIFE 



Core Motives (psychological process impacting behavior)…
- Belonging
- Understanding
- Enhancing Self
- Improving your life

- Belonging: “Team mentality”, fellowship & friendships with those who 
share common ground

- Understanding: Getting to know the environment, knowing their role, 
being able to predict what will happen (to lesson insecurities). Folks want 
to know what to expect. 

- Enhancing Self: How the scout-led mentality creates our leaders of 
tomorrow, learning new skills, earning achievements, badges & 
advancing in the program 

- Improving Life: How will this help me/my family? What cool adventures 
will I be a part of? 



Scout Talk: Dax Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/nhscouting/videos/589994759095743


REQUESTS, SOCIAL 
MEDIA POSTS, PRESS 

RELEASES













RESOURCES



Membership & Marketing 
Hub/Leader Resources

Grammarly 

PosterMyWall.com

Canva


